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Abstract— In this paper, we consider a legitimate proactive
eavesdropping scenario where a distant central monitor covertly
wiretaps the communication between a pair of suspicious users
via several multi-antenna full-duplex spoofing relays and a multiantenna cooperative jammer. Assuming an adaptive transmission
policy at the suspicious users, the spoofing relays not only
intercept but also forward the manipulated information to control
the data rate of the suspicious users in collaboration with the
jammer. We provide a technique which jointly optimizes the
receive combining vector at the central monitor, the precoders at
the relays, and the transmit covariance matrix at the jammer for
maximizing the eavesdropping rate. To reveal some fundamental
properties of the optimal operation, we first study a single-relay
system. It is shown that when the central monitor experiences
a poor eavesdropping channel link, the spoofing relay and the
jammer should transmit destructive signals and jamming signals,
respectively. In this case, the suspicious users are forced to
decrease their data rate, while the intercepted information can be
successfully decoded by the central monitor. On the other hand,
when the eavesdropping channel condition is favorable, the spoofing relay forwards constructive signals to further increase the
data rate at the suspicious users in a way that more information
can be intercepted from the suspicious users. We then formulate
a general eavesdropping rate maximization problem for multiple
relays and present a semi-definite relaxation approach. A lowcomplexity design is also proposed based on our analysis for
the single-relay system. Simulation results verify the efficiency
of the proposed solutions compared to other baseline schemes in
various practical setups.
Index Terms— Physical layer security, proactive eavesdropping,
wireless surveillance, cooperative jamming, spoofing.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
OR the past decades, wireless communications has dramatically improved along with the upcoming fifth generation (5G) standards [1]. However, the wireless transmission
system has suffered from the danger of information leakage
due to the broadcast nature. To combat this security issue,
a number of secure communications schemes ranging from
basic wiretap configurations in [2]–[4] to more complex systems including multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wiretap channels [5]–[7], massive MIMO [8], alphabet signaling
over wiretap channels [9], relay-aided networks [10]–[12], and
energy harvesting systems [13]–[15] have been proposed.
Recently, another line of physical layer security research
named proactive eavesdropping started receiving attentions [16]. While most of conventional secure communications systems have concentrated on methods which make
the transmitted information indecipherable to eavesdroppers,
this new framework puts emphasis on wireless surveillance
which aims to overhear the communication between suspicious
users.
As an initial work, the authors in [17] and [18] proposed
a three-node proactive eavesdropping system where a fullduplex (FD) monitor wiretaps a pair of suspicious users and
transmits jamming signals simultaneously to adjust their data
rate with an underlying assumption that the suspicious users
employ an adaptive transmission policy. The reason for such
proactive data rate control lies in the fact that the intercepted information is successfully decodable at the monitor
when the eavesdropping channel capacity is higher than the
data rate of the suspicious users. Accodrdingly, the effective
eavesdropping rate is given by the data rate of the suspicious
users which meets this particular condition and is used as
an eavesdropping performance metric in [17] and [18]. The
authors of [19] extended this system to a variety of general
multi-antenna FD monitors and minimized the eavesdropping
outage.
In [20], an advanced technique called spoofing was also
proposed to improve the performance at eavesdroppers. For
this system, an FD monitor simultaneously eavesdrops and
deceives suspicious users by manipulating their perceived
channel quality in favor of eavesdropping. Specifically, when
the monitor experiences a strong eavesdropping channel condition, duplicates of the original signals from the suspicious
transmitter are transmitted such that the suspicious users
mistakenly believe that their wireless channel is more reliable
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than it actually is. As a consequence, this deliberately makes
the suspicious users into increasing the data rate, and the
monitor can intercept more information. In contrast, when
the central monitor suffers from a poor eavesdropping channel link, the monitor transmits destructive signals and jamming signals so that the suspicious users decrease their data
rate.
All the aforementioned studies, however, have assumed that
a direct link exists between the monitor and the suspicious
entities. This assumption may be overly optimistic in practice
if the monitor wishes to perform a surveillance operation
from a far distance and remain undetected. In this situation,
deploying relatively simpler devices around the suspicious
users, which forward the intercepted information to a central
monitor, will be a more suitable strategy. It should be noted
that although the FD monitor in [20] forwards its received
signals to the suspicious receiver, it is strictly a one-hop system
where the existence of a direct eavesdropping link is still
assumed.
Recent works in [21]–[23] examined amplify-and-forward
(AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) relay networks in the
proactive eavesdropping paradigm. However, the relays in
these studies operated on the suspicious side and not for
legitimate eavesdropping. The authors of [24] dealt with a
two-hop eavesdropping via a single DF relay, but a dedicated
eavesdropping channel was assumed in a separate frequency
band from that of suspicious users. Hence, in-band two-hop
proactive eavesdropping using multiple FD spoofing relays has
not been investigated in literature.
In this paper, we propose a proactive eavesdropping scheme
with several multi-antenna AF FD spoofing relays and a multiantenna cooperative jammer. Our goal in this system is to
design the receive combining vector at the central monitor,
the precoders at the relays and the transmit covariance matrix
at the jammer which maximize the eavesdropping rate performance at the central monitor. To gain some insights, we first
consider a configuration with a single relay with a pair of
transmit and receive antennas. It is shown that the optimal
solution for this setup falls into three distinct regimes, namely,
destructive relaying with full jamming, constructive relaying
with jamming, and constructive relaying without jamming.
Each case is then carefully analyzed to identify the globally
optimal solution.
Next, we extend to a general system with several multiantenna FD spoofing relays and a multi-antenna jammer.
As in [25]–[27], the block diagonalization method [28] is
employed which effectively removes both self interference
(SI) and inter-relay interference (IRI). Then, the eavesdropping
rate maximization problem is tackled with a semi-definite
relaxation (SDR) approach. We also present a low-complexity
design based on the analysis made in the single relay setup.
Simulation results verify the efficiency of the proposed solutions compared to other baseline schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the relay-assisted proactive eavesdropping system
model with cooperative jamming and spoofing. In Section III,
we study a single relay system, and then Section IV discusses
general multiple relay configurations. Finally, in Section V, our

Fig. 1.
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Schematic diagram.

proposed solutions are evaluated, and Section VI concludes the
paper.
Notations: We use R and C as sets of real and complex
numbers, respectively, and |·| and E [·] stand for the absolute
value and the expectation operation, respectively. X, XH ,
X† , tr (X), vec (X) and rank (X) are the Frobenius norm, Hermitian, conjugate, trace, vectorization and rank of a matrix X,
respectively. We define Id as a d × d identity matrix, and
diag (X1 , ..., XD ) represents a block-wise diagonalization of
matrices X1 , ..., XD . The operation ⊗ denotes Kronecker product, and X  0 means that a matrix X is positive semi-definite.
CN (m, Ω) indicates a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
distribution with mean vector m and covariance matrix Ω.
max {·} outputs the maximum element in a set.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Fig. 1 depicts our proposed proactive eavesdropping system
where a suspicious transmitter, a suspicious receiver, a central
monitor, a cooperative jammer and K spoofing relays are
labeled by T , R, M , J and Sk for k = 1, ..., K, respectively.
In this system, the suspicious transmitter and the receiver are
assumed to communicate with each other by means of an
adaptive transmission policy where the data rate is adjusted
based on the effective channel condition at the receiver as
in [17]–[24]. Meanwhile, the central monitor tries to wiretap
the suspicious pair covertly at a far distance. We assume that
a direct eavesdropping link between the central monitor and
the suspicious pair does not exist due to a strong path loss,
and instead, FD spoofing relays and a cooperative jammer are
utilized to facilitate distant eavesdropping.
We consider that the central monitor, the suspicious transmitter and the suspicious receiver are equipped with NR,M ,
NT ,T and NR,R antennas, while the k-th spoofing relay has
NT ,Sk transmit and NR,Sk receive antennas, and the jammer
has NT ,J transmit antennas. The channel coefficient, vector
and matrix from node X to Y are denoted by hXY , hXY and HXY ,
respectively, where X, Y ∈ {T, R, M, J, Sk , ∀k}. We assume
that all the channel variables are subject to channel reciprocity
and quasi-static flat fading. Also, the global channel state
information (CSI) is assumed to be available at the central
monitor, the spoofing relays and the jammer by utilizing
techniques based on known pilot information [29] or torch
method [30]. We consider a case where the suspicious pair
are unaware of the fact that they are being eavesdropped and
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only have knowledge of their own CSI as an initial step.
Consequently, neither of anti-eavesdropping nor anti-jamming
strategy is assumed at the suspicious users throughout this
paper [18]–[22].
The received signal at the k-th spoofing relay is then written
as
K


HSm Sk xSm
ySk = HT Sk pT xT + H̃Sk Sk xSk +
   m=k
SI



IRI

+ HJSk xJ +zSk ,
  

(1)

Jamming

where pT ∈ CNT ,T ×1 is the precoder at the suspicious
transmitter, H̃Sk Sk represents the residual SI channel matrix
after the SI cancelation [31]
 k-th spoofing relay with
 at2 the
, xT ∼ CN (0, PT ), xSk ∈
its element following CN 0, σSI,k
CNT ,Sk ×1 and xJ ∼ CN (0, QJ ) are the transmitted signals
from the suspicious transmitter, the k-th spoofing relay, and
the jammer, respectively, with QJ ∈ CNT ,J ×NT ,J being
the transmit covariance matrix at the jammer, and zsk ∼
CN 0, σS2k INR,Sk indicates an additive noise at the k-th
spoofing relay.
For the purpose of spoofing, one underlying requirement
is that the relay processing delay should be negligibly small
compared to the symbol duration of the suspicious transmitter so that the signals from the spoofing relays and the
suspicious transmitter arrive almost concurrently at the suspicious receiver [20]. To this end, an AF method which
forwards the received signals without decoding is employed
at the spoofing relays since other forwarding methods such
as DF generally consume more processing delays from additional computations. Hence, the transmit signal from the
k-th spoofing relay can be obtained as
xSk = GSk ySk
= GSk HT Sk pT xT + H̃Sk Sk xSk +

K


HSm Sk xSm

m=k

+ HJSk xJ + zSk ,
where GSk ∈ CNT ,Sk ×NR,Sk is the corresponding relay precoder. One can also rearrange xSk such that
INT ,Sk − GSk H̃Sk Sk xSk
= GSk HT Sk pT xT +

K


HSm Sk xSm + HJSk xJ + zSk .

m=k

By assuming the eigenvalues of GSk H̃Sk Sk are not equal to 1,
which holds true in random fading environments, xSk can be
computed as [32], [33]
xSk = INT ,Sk − GSk H̃Sk Sk
+

K

m=k

−1

GSk HT Sk pT xT

HSm Sk xSm + HJSk xJ + zSk . (2)

It is worth pointing out that since the suspicious receiver is
unaware of the spoofing relays, the suspicious pair designs
their precoder pT and receive combining vector wR ∈
CNR,R ×1 based on their channel HT R only, i.e., pT = vT R
and wR = uT R where vT R and uT R are the right and left
dominant singular vectors of HT R , respectively, to maximize
their data rate. Meanwhile, the central monitor applies the
receive combining vector wM ∈ CNR,M ×1 to decode the
eavesdropped information.
Then, the received signals yM and yR at the central monitor
and the suspicious receiver are given as
y M = wH
M

K


HSk M xSk + HJM xJ + zM ,

(3)

k=1

yR = sT R xT + uH
TR

K


HSk R xSk + HJR xJ + zR , (4)

k=1

where
 value of HT R , and zM ∼
 sT 2R is the dominantsingular
and zR ∼ CN 0, σR2 denote the additive noise.
CN 0, σM
It is assumed that the jamming signal interference HJSk xJ
in (1) and HJM xJ in (3) at the spoofing relays and the central
monitor, respectively, can be completely removed by cooperation as in [34]. This is because the pre-defined jamming
signals and their indices can be shared among all the spoofing
relays, the central monitor and the jammer in prior so that
the interference signals can be subtracted from the received
signals in each symbol transmission.1
In our eavesdropping system, we must ensure that the
eavesdropping channel capacity is greater than or equal
to the data rate of the suspicious users so that the
forwarded suspicious information can  be successfully


decoded at the central monitor. Using γM GSk , QJ , wM
and γR GSk , QJ
as the signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR) at the central monitor and the
suspicious receiver, respectively, we can
 express the
effective eavesdropping
rate
as
r
e ( GSk

 , QJ , wM ) =
log2 (1 + γR ( GSk , QJ )) if γM ( GSk , QJ , wM ) ≥
γR ( GSk , QJ ) or re ( GSk , QJ , wM ) = 0 otherwise [17].
Then, we have the following eavesdropping rate maximization problem2:



(5a)
(P) :
max
re GSk , QJ , wM
{GSk },QJ ,wM



s.t. γM GSk , QJ , wM ≥ γ̄M ,
(5b)



2 
E xSk GSk , QJ  ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k, (5c)
tr (QJ ) ≤ P̄J , QJ  0.

(5d)

1 To achieve this, we first generate the identical set of Gaussian pseudorandom jamming signals and enumerate them at the central monitor, the spoofing relays, and the jammer. Then, the jammer randomly selects a seed and
transmits the corresponding index to the other nodes so that the known
jamming signals can be sequentially canceled at each
 time slot.

2 In practice, due to the constraint γ
G S k , Q J , wM
≥
M


γR GSk , QJ , the SINR of the suspicious receiver might be noticeably
degraded, and the suspicious pair may become aware of being jammed. It is
also possible that γ̄M may be difficult to satisfy in some situations. One way
of preventing these is to improve the eavesdropping channel capacity either
by allowing more transmit power for the relays, better planning of the relay
deployment, or increasing the number of antennas at the nodes.
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the optimal ΩS and θS from (P1), the optimal GS is easily


recovered by GS = ΩS ejθS / 1 + ΩS ejθS h̃SS .
In order to tackle (P1), we first observe from (7) that
γR (ΩS , θS , PJ ) fluctuates with θS , while γM (ΩS ) and the
power constraint in (8d) are invariant to θS in (P1). Specifically, given ΩS and PJ , the maximum of γR (ΩS , θS , PJ ) is
achieved if cos (θT R − θSR − θS − θT S ) = 1 or θT R = θSR +
θS + θT S , i.e., when the signal passing through the spoofing
relay constructively combines with the suspicious link signal
at the suspicious receiver. On the contrary, γR (ΩS , θS , PJ ) is
minimized if cos (θT R − θSR − θS − θT S ) = −1 or θT R =
π + θSR + θS + θT S , which indicates that the signal through the
spoofing relay and the suspicious link signal combine destructively at the suspicious receiver. Based on these properties,
we present a theorem on three possible cases of the optimal
solution (ΩS , θS , PJ ) for (P1).
Theorem 1: The optimal solution (ΩS , θS , PJ ) for (P1) falls
into one of the following three cases:

In problem (P), we optimize the receive combining
vector

wM at the central monitor, the precoders GSk at the relays
to
and the transmit covariance matrix QJ at
 the jammer

maximize the eavesdropping rate re GSk , QJ , wM while
satisfying the maximum relay power budget P̄Sk for the
k-th spoofing relay in (5c) and the maximum jamming power
budget P̄J in (5d). Also, we want to guarantee a certain
minimum SINR γ̄M for the central monitor in order to reliably
decode and extract meaningful suspicious information in (5b).3
In what follows, we first analyze a single-relay system with a
pair of transmit and receive antennas to reveal some insightful
results of the optimal solution for (P). After that, we propose
efficient methods for identifying solutions for (P) in general
multi-antenna multi-relay configurations in Section IV.
III. S INGLE R ELAY C ASE
Let us first investigate a basic proactive eavesdropping
system with a single-antenna jammer and a single spoofing
relay with a pair of transmit and receive antennas for NT ,S =
NR,S = NT ,J = K = 1, where the relay index k is deleted for
simplicity. The transmit signal from the k-th spoofing relay in
(2) can be rewritten as

1) θS,min ≤ θS < θS,max and PJ = P̄J with γM (ΩS )
= γR (ΩS , θS , PJ )
2) θS = θS,max and 0 < PJ ≤ P̄J with γM (ΩS )
= γR (ΩS , θS , PJ )
3) θS = θS,max and PJ = 0 with γM (ΩS ) ≥ γR (ΩS , θS , PJ )

GS hT S
GS
xS =
xT +
zS
1 − GS h̃SS
1 − GS h̃SS
= ΩS ejθS hT S xT + ΩS ejθS zS ,

where θS,max  θT R − θSR − θT S and θS,min  θT R − θSR −
θT S − π, which achieve cos(θT R − θSR − θS,max − θT S ) = 1
and cos(θT R − θSR − θS,min − θT S ) = −1, respectively.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Theorem 1 reveals that the optimal spoofing relay operates
in three different modes. First, for case 1, the relay performs
destructive relaying with full jamming where θS,min ≤ θS <
θS,max and PJ = P̄J . Secondly, for case 2, the relay operates
constructive relaying with jamming where θS = θS,max and
0 < PJ ≤ P̄J . Finally, for case 3, the optimal relaying strategy
is constructive relaying without jamming where θS = θS,max
and PJ = 0. It is worth mentioning that these are in line with
the previous results of [20] in which one-hop eavesdropping
by a single monitor with co-located jamming and spoofing
functions is studied. In the next subsections, we discuss how
to obtain the optimal solution (ΩS , θS , PJ ) of (P1) for each
case.

where ΩS and θS indicate the magnitude and the phase of
GS
, respectively.
1−GS h̃SS
We can also express the SINRs in terms of ΩS and θS as
(6) and (7), as shown at the bottom of this page, where θT R ,
θSR , θT S and PJ represent the phase of hT R , hSR , hT S and
the transmit power of the jammer, respectively. Then, (P) is
transformed as
(P1) :

γR (ΩS , θS , PJ )

(8a)

s.t. γM (ΩS ) ≥ γR (ΩS , θS , PJ ) ,
γM (ΩS ) ≥ γ̄M ,

(8b)
(8c)

max

ΩS ,θS ,PJ

|hT S |2 PT Ω2S + σS2 Ω2S ≤ P̄S ,

(8d)

PJ ≤ P̄J .

(8e)

This problem is jointly non-convex with respect to ΩS , θS and
PJ , and thus is difficult to solve. Note that once we obtain

A. Case 1: Destructive Relaying With Full Jamming
For case 1, (P1) turns into

3 Typical values of SINR which achieve 70 % of the maximum throughput
range from −3 dB to 0 dB, and the SINR which achieves more than 85 %
of the maximum throughput should be over 10 dB in various scenarios [35].

γM (ΩS ) =
γR (ΩS , θS , PJ ) =
η (ΩS ) 
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(P1.1) :



max γR ΩS , θS , P̄J

(9a)

ΩS ,θS

2

|hSM hT S | PT Ω2S
2

2
|hSM | σS2 Ω2S + σM

(6)

,

PT |hSR hT S |2 Ω2S + 2 |hT R hSR hT S | cos (θT R − θSR − θS − θT S ) ΩS + |hT R |2
2

|hSM hT S |2 Ω2S
2 Ω2 +σ 2
|hSM |2 σS
S
M

2

|hSR | σS2 Ω2S + |hJR | PJ + σR2
2

2

2

(7)

2

|hSR | σS2 Ω2S + |hJR | P̄J + σR2 − |hT R | − |hSR hT S | Ω2S
2 |hT R hSR hT S | ΩS

,

,

(10)
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s.t. γM (ΩS ) = γR ΩS , θS , P̄J ,

(9b)

γM (ΩS ) ≥ γ̄M ,
2

2

(9c)
2

2

|hT S | PT ΩS + σS ΩS ≤ P̄S .

μ1 Ω3S + μ2 Ω2S + μ3 ΩS − μ4 ≥ 0
and
−μ1 Ω3S + μ2 Ω2S − μ3 ΩS − μ4 ≤ 0,

(11)

2


2 |hSM | |hT R hSR hT S | σS , μ2

where μ1
2
2
2
|hSM hT S hJR | P̄J + |hSM hT S | σR2 − |hSM hT R | σS2 −
2 2
2 2
2
|hSR hT S | σM
, μ3  2 |hT R hSR hT S | σM
and μ4  |hT R | σM
.
Each feasible set of (11) is identified by computing the roots
of the cubic equations, which are available
 in closed
 form.
Moreover, note that maximizing γR ΩS , θS P̄J is equivalent to maximizing γM (ΩS ) as long as (P1.1) is conditioned
on (9b). Since γM (ΩS ) is an increasing function of ΩS ,
the optimal solution ΩS of (P1.1) is thus the maximum value
in the intersection of the one-dimensional feasible sets (9c),
(9d) and (11) as
ΩS = max {ΩS |(11) and ΩS ∈ A } ,


⎫
⎪
⎬

P̄S
2

|hT S | PT + σS2 ⎪
⎭

in (12) is derived by combining (9c) and (9d) under the
2
condition γ̄M ≤ |hT Sσ2| PT implying that the minimum threshS
old γ̄M cannot exceed the maximum achievable SINR of the
spoofing relay. The optimal θS is then obtained as θS =
θT R − θSR − θT S − arccos (η (ΩS )).
B. Case 2: Constructive Relaying With Jamming
For case 2 with θS = θS,max , (P1) reduces to
max γR (ΩS , θS,max , PJ )

(13b)
(13c)
(13d)
(13e)

It can be shown that the equality constraint in (13b) becomes
PJ = δ (ΩS ) where
2
|hSM |2 σS2 Ω2S + σM

|hSM hT S hJR |2 Ω2S

−

2

2

2

|hSR | σS ΩS
2

|hJR |

2

2

ΩS = max {ΩS |(14) and ΩS ∈ A } ,
ΩS

2

C. Case 3: Constructive Relaying Without Jamming
Case 3 corresponds to θS = θS,max and PJ = 0 such that
(P1) is simplified into
(P1.3) :

max γR (ΩS , θS,max , 0)

(16a)

s.t. γM (ΩS ) ≥ γR (ΩS , θS,max , 0) ,

(16b)

ΩS

−

σR

|hJR |2

.

(16c)
(16d)

We first investigate the objective function (16a). By setting
the derivative of γR (ΩS , θS,max , 0) with respect to ΩS equal
|h |σ2
to zero, we can show that ΩS,unc = |hT RThSSRR|σ2 is a unique
S
unconstrained maximizer yielding
γR (ΩS,unc , θS,max , 0) =

2

2

|hT S | PT
|hT R | PT
+
,
σS2
σR2

and γR (ΩS , θS,max , 0) monotonically increases for ΩS < ΩS,unc
and decreases for ΩS ≥ ΩS,unc . However, this unconstrained
maximizer ΩS,unc is in fact infeasible for (P1.3), since it violates
constraint (16b) as
|hSM hT S |2
2

|hSM hT S |
2

<

4
σR
2
|hT R hSR |2 σS
4
σR

2
|hT R hSR |2 σS

|hT S |2 PT
σS2
2
+ σM

|hT S | PT
< γR (ΩS,unc , θS,max , 0) .
σS2

Although ΩS,unc itself cannot be optimal for (P1.3),
we may compare it with the overall feasible region given
by (16b)-(16d) to effectively determine the optimal solution ΩS . Let us rewrite the constraint in (16b) in terms of ΩS
as
−μ1 Ω3S + μ5 Ω2S − μ3 ΩS − μ4 ≥ 0.

2

(15)

provided that γ̄M ≤ |hT Sσ2| PT . Then, the optimal jamming
S
power is PJ = δ (ΩS ).

(13a)

s.t. γM (ΩS ) = γR (ΩS , θS,max , PJ ) ,
γM (ΩS ) ≥ γ̄M ,
2
|hT S | PT Ω2S + σS2 Ω2S ≤ P̄S ,
0 ≤ PJ ≤ P̄J .

2

2

(14)

2
.
where μ5  |hSM hT S | σR2 − |hSM hT R | σS2 − |hSR hT S | σM
Similar to (P1.1), each of the feasible sets in (14) can be
determined in closed form by utilizing the cubic formulas.
We also notice that maximizing γR (ΩS , θS,max , PJ ) is the
same as maximizing γM (ΩS ) or, equivalently, finding the
maximum feasible ΩS . Thus, the optimal solution ΩS of (P1.2)
is ultimately the maximum value in the intersection of the
finite one-dimensional feasible sets (13c), (13d) and (14) as

γM (ΩS,unc ) =

ΩS ,PJ

δ (ΩS )  (|hSR hT S | ΩS + |hT R |)

−μ1 Ω3S + μ5 Ω2S − μ3 ΩS − μ4 ≤ 0,

γM (ΩS ) ≥ γ̄M ,
|hT S |2 PT Ω2S + σS2 Ω2S ≤ P̄S .

where
⎧ 

⎪
⎨ 
2
γ̄M σM

≤ ΩS
A  ΩS  
2
2
⎪
⎩ 
|hT S | PT − γ̄M σS2 |hSM |


(P1.2) :

and

(12)

ΩS

≤

−μ1 Ω3S + μ2 Ω2S − μ3 ΩS − μ4 ≥ 0

(9d)

In order to satisfy the equality condition in (9b), one can
easily show that cos(θT R − θSR − θS − θT S ) = η (ΩS ) must
hold where η (ΩS ) is defined in (10), as shown at the bottom
of the previous page. We can also verify from trigonometry
that the existence of a feasible θS is guaranteed only when
−1 ≤ η (ΩS ) ≤ 1, i.e.,

2

Substituting this into constraint (13e) yields a combined constraint 0 ≤ δ (ΩS ) ≤ P̄J , i.e.,

(17)

Then, the following theorem claims that ΩS,unc is larger than
all feasible values of ΩS fulfilling (17).
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Theorem 2: Defining F (ΩS ) as a set of ΩS satisfying (17),
F (ΩS ) is a convex set and ΩS,unc > maxΩS {F (ΩS )}.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Making use of Theorem 2, the optimal solution ΩS for
(P1.3) also ends up with choosing the maximum feasible value
of ΩS as
ΩS = max {ΩS |(17) and ΩS ∈ A } ,
ΩS

(18)

Note that the value ΩS is related to the transmit power of the
2
spoofing relay i.e., |hT S | PT Ω2S + σS2 Ω2S . This implies that for
all three cases, the optimal strategy of the spoofing relay to
maximize the eavesdropping rate is to apply its transmit power
as much as possible regardless of the channel conditions.
The reason for this tendency is twofold. First, when we
experience an adverse eavesdropping channel condition such
that the channel capacity of the central monitor is lower than
the suspicious data rate, the spoofing relay needs to transmit
destructive signals to decrease the communications quality of
the suspicious receiver. In contrast, if the channel capacity
of the central monitor is higher than the suspicious data rate,
the spoofing relay still transmits constructive signals to deceive
the suspicious receiver into believing that its communication
quality is better than what it actually is. Hence, the spoofing
relay always transmits with as much power as possible independent of the channel conditions, and the only difference is
whether the forwarded signal is constructive or destructive.
Once (P1.1)-(P1.3) are solved, the optimal solutions GS =


ΩS ejθS / 1 + ΩS ejθS h̃SS and PJ for (P1) are simply set as
the one that provides the highest eavesdropping rate among
them.
IV. M ULTIPLE R ELAY C ASE
In this section, we study a general configuration of multiple
FD spoofing relays with multiple antennas. One challenge in
problem (P) is to handle both SI and IRI in (2) which make
the problem
intractable. To efficiently design the precoders

GSk at the relays and the transmit covariance matrix QJ
at the jammer,
we apply the
 block diagonalization method on

H

· · · HH
to nullify the SI and the IRI by
H̄Sk  HH
Sk S1
S S
Kk K
assuming NT ,Sk > m=1 NR,Sm [25]–[27]. That is, from its

H
singular value decomposition H̄Sk = ŪSk Λ̄Sk V̄Sk ,1 V̄Sk ,0
where V̄Sk ,0 ∈ CNT ,Sk ×Dk spans the nullspace of H̄Sk with

Dk  NT ,Sk − K
m=1 NR,Sm , the relay precoders are designed
as

γM

xSk = V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk HT Sk vT R xT + V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk zSk .
Then, we have the following reformulation of (P) as



(P2) :
max
γR ḠSk , QJ
{ḠSk },QJ ,wM






s.t. γM ḠSk , wM ≥ γR ḠSk , QJ ,





ḠSk , wM ≥ γ̄M ,

H
tr ḠSk PT HT Sk vT R vH
T R HT Sk

+ σS2k INR,Sk ḠSk ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k,
H

tr (QJ ) ≤ P̄J , QJ  0.



Here,
SINRs γM ḠSk , wM at the central monitor and
 the 
γR ḠSk , QJ at the suspicious receiver are respectively
given as



γM ḠSk , wM

2
K



V̄
Ḡ
PT 
wH
H
H
v
S
M
S
,0
S
T
S
T
R
M
k
k
k
k

k=1
=
,
ζM



γR ḠSk , QJ

2
K



H

PT sT R +
uT R HSk R V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk HT Sk vT R 
k=1
=
,
ζR
where ζM 

K

k=1

H

H

σS2k wH
HSk M V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk ḠSk V̄Sk ,0 HH
wM +
M
Sk M

2
wM 2 and ζR 
σM

K


H

k=1

H

σS2k uH
HSk R V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk ḠSk V̄Sk ,0
TR

HH
u + uH
HJR QJ HH
u + σR2 .
Sk R T R
TR
JR T R
(P2) isstill difficult to solve due to the jointly non-convexity
a block
in ḠSk , QJ and wM . For this reason, we present

coordinate ascent approach (BCA) where ḠSk and QJ are
optimized while wM is held fixed and vice versa in the following subsections. Then, a low-complexity design based on
the results from the single spoofing relay system in Section III
will also be discussed.
A. Solution for ḠSk



and QJ

In this subsection,
we provide an SDR-based design strat
egy for ḠSk and QJ with a given wM . By defining
H
h̄T Sk  HT Sk vT R , h̄Sk R  V̄Sk ,0 HH
u
and h̄Sk M 
Sk R T R
H
H
w , we utilize the properties vec (XYZ) =
V̄ H
 STk ,0 SkM M


Z ⊗ X vec (Y), tr XH Y
= vec (X)H vec (Y) and
(W ⊗ X) (Y ⊗ Z) = (WY ⊗ XZ) [36]. Then, we can transform the summations of (P2)
vector
 in termsof a concatenated
H H

H
of the relay precoders ḡ  vec ḠS1 · · · vec ḠSK
as
K


GSk = V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk ,
where ḠSk ∈ CDk ×NR,Sk now becomes an effective optimization variable.
Accordingly, from (1) and (2), the transmit signal of the
k-th spoofing relay is rewritten as
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H

ḡ,
h̄Sk R ḠSk h̄T Sk = cH
1

k=1
K


H

h̄Sk M ḠSk h̄T Sk = cH
2 ḡ,

k=1
K


σS2k h̄Sk R ḠSk ḠSk h̄Sk R = ḡH C3 ḡ,

k=1
K


H

H

σS2k h̄Sk M ḠSk ḠSk h̄Sk M = ḡH C4 ḡ,

k=1
H

H

H

tr ḠSk PT h̄T Sk h̄T Sk +σS2k INR,Sk ḠSk
H

= ḡH C5,Sk ḡ, ∀k,
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H

T
H
T
H
c1  h̄T S1 ⊗ h̄S1 R · · · h̄T SK ⊗ h̄SK R ,

(19)

H

T
H
T
H
c2  h̄T S1 ⊗ h̄S1 M · · · h̄T SK ⊗ h̄SK M ,

(20)

C3  diag σS21 INR,S1 ⊗ h̄S1 R h̄S1 R , · · · , σS2K INR,SK ⊗ h̄SK R h̄SK R

,

(21)

C4  diag σS21 IN,S1 ⊗ h̄S1 M h̄S1 M , · · · , σS2K INR,SK ⊗ h̄SK M h̄SK M

,

(22)

H

H

H

C5,Sk  EH
Sk

H

PT h̄T Sk h̄T Sk + σS2k INR,Sk
H

where the constants are defined
 by (19)-(23), as shown
 at the
top of this page, with ESk  0 · · · IDk NR,Sk · · · 0 . Here,
k−1
IDk NR,Sk of ESk is located from the
=1 D NR,S + 1 -th
k
column to the =1 D NR,S -th column.
Let us also define h̄JR  HH
JR uT R . It should then be noted

from (P2) that QJ can be designed separately from ḠSk ,
H
since the amount of jamming interference h̄JR QJ h̄JR at the
suspicious receiver is the only one that is affected. Precisely,
the maximum jamming to the suspicious receiver satisfying
tr (QJ ) ≤ P̄J is achieved by maximal ratio transmission with
h̄ h̄H
QJ,max = P̄J JR JR2 [37], and the level of jamming 0 ≤
h̄JR 
2
H
H
h̄JR QJ h̄JR ≤ h̄JR QJ,max h̄JR = P̄J h̄JR can be controlled
by simply adjusting the transmit power PJ of QJ = PJ

h̄JR h̄H
JR

h̄JR 

2

for PJ ≤ P̄J .
Hence, by combining the above results, (P2) is reformulated
as

2
ḡ
PT sT R + cH
1
(24a)
(P2.1) : max
2
ḡ,PJ ḡH C ḡ + P
h̄JR + σR2
3
J

2
ḡ
PT cH
2
s.t. H
2 w 2
ḡ C4 ḡ + σM
M
!
"
2


PT sT R + cH
1 ḡ
≥ max
, γ̄M ,
2
ḡH C3 ḡ + PJ h̄JR + σR2
(24b)
ḡH C5,Sk ḡ ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k, PJ ≤ P̄J .
(24c)

2
Still, (P2.1) contains the term sT R + cH
ḡ in (24a) and
1
(24b), which makes (P2.1) difficult to handle. In order to
circumvent this, it is desirable to further modify this term
into

# $
2 

 1 2  H 2
H
 = c̃1 g̃ = g̃H C̃1 g̃,


 sT R + c H
=  sT R c 1
1 ḡ
ḡ 
H
H


where c̃1  sT R cH
, g̃  1 ḡH
and C̃1  c̃1 c̃H
1
1 . Like H H
H
, C̃2 c̃2 c̃2 , C̃3  diag (0, C3 ),
wise, defining c̃2  0 c2
C̃4  diag (0, C4 ) and C̃5,Sk  diag 0, C5,Sk , we have
(P2.2) :

max
g̃,PJ

PT g̃H C̃1 g̃
g̃H C̃3 g̃ + PJ h̄JR

2

+ σR2

(25a)

T

⊗ IDk ESk ,

s.t.

(23)

PT g̃H C̃2 g̃
2 w 2
g̃ C̃4 g̃ + σM
M
!
PT g̃H C̃1 g̃
≥ max
g̃H C̃3 g̃ + PJ h̄JR
H

"
2

+ σR2

, γ̃M ,
(25b)

ẽ1 g̃ = 1,
g̃H C̃5,Sk g̃ ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k, PJ ≤ P̄J ,
H

(25c)
(25d)

H

where ẽ1  [1 0 · · · 0] . Note that (25c) is required in order
to ensure the first element of g̃ is one so that the original ḡ
and ḠSk can be successfully recovered afterwards.
To solve the non-convex quadratically constrained quadratic
problem (QCQP) (P2.2), we present the following lemma
which states that replacing (25c) with its quadratic form
preserves the optimality of (P2.2).
Lemma 1: Let g̃rel denote the optimal solution of a relaxed

2
problem of (P2.2) where (25c) is replaced with ẽH
= 1.
1 g̃

Then, the optimal solution g̃ for the original problem (P2.2)
that yields the same optimal value can be recovered by
g̃ = ν1 g̃rel where ν  ẽH
g̃rel .
1
2



g̃
= 1,
Proof: When constraint (25c) is relaxed as ẽH
1
rel 
ẽH
1 g̃rel = 1 is not necessarily true. However, by dividing the
vector g̃rel by its first element ν and substituting into (P2.2),
one can see that this new solution g̃ = ν1 g̃rel preserves both
the feasibility and the optimal value of (P2.2). This completes
the proof.
We now transform (P2.2) once more by the change of
variable G̃  g̃g̃H so as to be efficiently solved by SDR
approach, which is a well-known relaxation technique for
handling non-convex QCQP. With the aid of Lemma 1,
(P2.2) is recast to


PT tr C̃1 G̃
(P2.3) : max 
(26a)

2
G̃,PJ tr C̃3 G̃ + PJ h̄JR
+ σR2


PT tr C̃2 G̃
s.t. 

2 w 2
tr C̃4 G̃ + σM
M
!
"


PT tr C̃1 G̃
≥ max
, γ̄M ,


2
tr C̃3 G̃ +PJ h̄JR +σR2
(26b)


(26c)
tr C̃5,Sk G̃ ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k, PJ ≤ P̄J ,


(26d)
tr Ẽ1 G̃ = 1, G̃  0,
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where Ẽ1  ẽ1 ẽH
, and the rank-one constraint rank G̃ ≤ 1
1
is relaxed in (P2.3).
(P2.3) is still non-convex particularly due to (26a) and (26b).
On this account, we thus introduce an auxiliary variable α > 0
to solve the following problem:
(P2.4) :

max α

α,G̃,PJ





s.t. PT tr C̃1 G̃ = αtr C̃3 G̃ + αPJ h̄JR

2

+ ασR2 ,
(27a)




PT tr C̃2 G̃ ≥ max {α, γ̄M } tr C̃4 G̃
2
wM 2 ,
+ max {α, γ̄M } σM


tr C̃5,Sk G̃ ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k, PJ ≤ P̄J ,


tr Ẽ1 G̃ = 1, G̃  0.

(27b)
(27c)
(27d)

It is clear that when α is fixed as a constant, (P2.4) turns
into a convex SDR problem. Consequently, we employ a twolayer optimization where the optimal α is found through a
one-dimensional search method in the outer layer, and the
feasibility of G̃ and PJ is checked for each fixed α by solving
the following problem
 
(P2.5) : min tr G̃

K

where R1  PT
V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk h̄T Sk
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K
HSk M V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk h̄T Sk
k=1 HSk M
K
H
and R2  k=1 σS2k HSk M V̄Sk ,0 ḠSk ḠSk
k=1

H

H

2
V̄Sk ,0 HH
+ σM
INR,M . Therefore, wM that maximizes this
Sk M
generalized Rayleigh quotient can be calculated as the eigenvector of R−1
2 R1 corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.
The complete optimization procedure for (P2) is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Eavesdropping Rate Maximization for Multiple
Spoofing Relays
Initialize wM ∈ RNR,M ×1 , α = 0 and ᾱ ∈ R.
Repeat
For α ∈ [α , ᾱ], solve (P2.3) for Ḡ and PJ .

Set α as the greatest feasible α, and Ḡ and PJ as
the corresponding
solutions.
 
If rank Ḡ > 1

Obtain an approximated rank-one Ḡ by
randomization or SVD [40].
R1 with
Set wM as the eigenvector of R−1
2
the largest eigenvalue.


Until γR Ḡ , PJ stops improving.

G̃,PJ

s.t. (27a) − (27d),
with an optimization software such as CVX [38] in the

inner layer.4 If the rank of the obtained solution G̃ at the

optimal α becomes greater than one, we can use rank-one
approximation techniques such as randomization or singular
value decomposition [40].
B. Solution for wM
&
%

After obtaining ḠSk and QJ , the next step of the BCA
&
%

is to optimize wM by holding ḠSk and QJ fixed. (P2)
in this case results in a feasibility problem that find any
wM  meeting
 the constraints. A wise choice by noting that
acts as an upper bound of the objective
γM ḠSk ,wM 


function γR ḠSk , QJ is to maximize
 γM  ḠSk  , wM
with respect to wM so as to give γR ḠSk , QJ more
opportunities to improve
in

 the subsequent BCA iteration.
We now rewrite γM ḠSk , wM as
γM




 wH R1 wM
ḠSk , wM = M
,
wH
R2 wM
M

4 Minimizing trace is frequently used as a heuristic but efficient method for
rank minimization problems [39].

γM (ξS ) =
γR (ξS , φS , PJ ) =

C. Low-Complexity Matched Beamforming (MBF)
Design for (P2)
The SDR approach presented in the previous subsections
achieves a good performance as will be shown in the numerical
result section. However, the one-dimensional search for α
when optimizing ḠSk and QJ with a given wM in (P2.4) can be
computationally expensive in practice. We now propose a lowcomplexity design by recalling the behaviors of the optimal
solution for the single relay system presented in Section III.
When the central monitor experiences a poor eavesdropping
channel condition, it has been shown in Section III-A and III-B
that maximizing the channel capacity at the central monitor is
optimal. On the contrary, if the eavesdropping channel condition is favorable, an effective strategy is to simply maximize
the suspicious data rate itself as in Section III-C.
These characteristics motivate us to consider relay precoders
matched to either the central monitor or the suspicious receiver
H
H
as ḠSk = ξS ejφS h̄Sk R h̄T Sk or ξS ejφS h̄Sk M h̄T Sk , respectively,
where ξS and φS are optimization variables. We can further
H
show by vectorization that ḠSk = ξS ejφS h̄Sk R h̄T Sk and
H
ḠSk = ξS ejφS h̄Sk M h̄T Sk correspond to ḡ = ξS ejφS c1 and
jφS
ḡ = ξS e c2 , respectively, in (P2.1). Thus, using a notation
f ∈ {c1 , c2 }, the SINRs at the central monitor and the

2

PT cH
f ξS2
2

,
2 w 2
fH C4 fξS2 + σM
M

2


2
PT cH
f ξS2 + 2 |sT R | cH
f cos (θT R − φS − θc ) ξS + |sT R |
1
1
ξS2 + PJ h̄JR

2

+ σR2

(28)

,

(29)
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suspicious receiver are respectively written as (28)-(29), as
shown at the bottom of the previous page, where θc is the
f. Substituting these into (P2.1), we have
phase of cH
2
(P2.6) :

max

ξS ,φS ,PJ

γR (ξS , φS , PJ )

s.t. γM (ξS ) ≥ γR (ξS , φS , PJ ) ,
γM (ξS ) ≥ γ̄M ,
ξS2 fH C5,Sk f ≤ P̄Sk , ∀k, PJ ≤ P̄J .
This is essentially the same as (P1), and we can
divide (P2.6) into three cases in the same manner as in
Section III to obtain the optimal solution ξS , φS and
PJ for each f ∈ {c1 , c2 }. Therefore, each case leads to
choosing the maximum value of ξS from a finite feasible region by leveraging
& the closed-form quartic formulas.
%

After obtaining ḠSk and PJ , we can optimize wM by
the same generalized Rayleigh quotient method described
in Section IV-B.
It is reported from [41] that the worst-case time complexity
of a standard semi-definite
programming solver is
(
'
3
K
per internal iteration, and the numO
k=1 Dk NR,Sk

Fig. 2. Node placement of a central monitor, spoofing relays, a jammer and
suspicious users.
TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

ber of iterations, which'ranges
[40],
(
) from 10 to 50 in practice
K
1
with error
[41], is in order of O
k=1 Dk NR,Sk log
tolerance . The worst-case
time complexity of solving
( (P2.4)
'
3.5
K
1
log
where
alone is thus O Nα
k=1 Dk NR,Sk
Nα is the total number of α values for the one-dimensional
search in the outer loop. On the other hand, each case of
the matched beamforming method presented in this subsection
only needs to evaluate closed-form four roots of quartic
equations at most twice to identify the feasible region with
power budget constraints (cf. (12), (15) and (18)), leading to
constant time complexity.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we conduct numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of the proactive eavesdropping system
with FD spoofing relays and a cooperative jammer in the presence of suspicious communications
users. We adopt the chan 2
 
2
nel model |HXY | = LXY ĤXY  , ∀X, Y ∈ {T, R, M, J, Sk , ∀k},
−β

where LXY  L0 ddXY
is the distance-dependent path
0
loss between X and Y [14]. Here, L0 is the path loss at
reference distance d0 , and β represents the path loss exponent.
dXY represents the distance between X and Y. Also, each
element of the small-scale channel matrix ĤXY follows an
independent complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and unit variance.
The suspicious receiver is randomly placed with a fixed
distance dT R from the suspicious transmitter. Also, the central
monitor, the k-th spoofing relays, and the jammer are randomly
located from the suspicious transmitter with distance dT M ,
dT Sk and dT J , respectively, within a half circle area as depicted
in Fig. 2. Other system parameters are set as in Table 1 unless
otherwise stated.

We compare our proposed system with the following:

are
• Constant jamming: Only the relay precoders GSk
optimized by the SDR-based approach in Section IV-A
and IV-B with PJ = P̄J .

are optimized
• Passive: Only the relay precoders GSk
by the SDR-based approach in Section IV-A and IV-B
with PJ = 0.
• Random precoders: Only the jamming power PJ is optimized while the relay precoders are randomly generated
as GSk ∼ CN 0, P̃Sk I , ∀k where P̃Sk is set to meet
each transmit power P̄Sk .
• Identical precoders: Only the jamming power PJ is
optimized while the relay precoders are identically
Gide ∼ CN 0, P̃ide I where P̃ide is set to the maximum
nonnegative value that satisfies all the transmit power
constraint P̄Sk .
• γM maximization: Channel capacity at the central monitor
is maximized [32] without taking into account any effects
on the suspicious data rate.
• Direct eavesdropping: One spoofing-able central monitor performs both spoofing and decoding [20] with
NT ,M = NT ,Sk and NR,M = NR,Sk for a fair comparison.
A. Single Relay Case
Fig. 3 illustrates the eavesdropping rate as a function of dT R
for a particular channel realization with dT S = 20 m, dT J =
200 m, and dT M = 350 m. First, Fig. 3 (a) visualizes the three
distinct operations of the optimal eavesdropping in Section III.
When the suspicious receiver is placed close to the suspicious
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Fig. 4. Average eavesdropping rate with respect to P̄J with a single spoofing
relay.

Fig. 3. Eavesdropping rate with respect to dT R with a single spoofing relay.
(a) Different operation regimes. (b) Comparison of different schemes.

transmitter with dT R ≤ 240 m such that the suspicious channel
condition is strong, not only jamming but also additional
destructive forwarding is necessary to sufficiently decrease the
suspicious data rate below the eavesdropping channel capacity
at the central monitor. As the suspicious receiver moves away
from the transmitter with 240 m < dT R ≤ 430 m, we notice
that the suspicious channel link becomes degraded such that
less jamming interference is needed to suppress the perceived
channel quality at the suspicious receiver. If the suspicious
receiver moves beyond dT R > 430 m, the eavesdropping
channel condition is now stronger than that of the suspicious
channel, and the spoofing relay solely forwards constructive
signals to improve the suspicious data rate or, equivalently,
the eavesdropping rate.
Fig. 3 (b) compares the eavesdropping rate among different
schemes for the same channel realization. The constant jamming scheme becomes optimum when the suspicious channel
quality is strong, but its performance begins to decline as
dT R increases and the eavesdropping channel capacity gets
relatively higher. This is because the excessive jamming overly
degrades the suspicious data rate. The passive scheme exhibits
the opposite trend such that it is optimum when the eavesdropping channel quality is better than that of the suspicious

Fig. 5. Average eavesdropping rate with respect to PT with a single spoofing
relay.

channel. Note that eavesdropping by maximizing the channel
capacity of the central monitor is only available when the
suspicious pair experiences extremely poor channel quality,
which is of limited usage.
Fig. 4 plots the average eavesdropping rate as a function of
the maximum jamming power budget P̄J with dT R = 50 m,
dT S = 100 m, dT J = 100 m and dT M = 350 m. As expected,
the optimal solution shows a significant performance gain over
other schemes in all P̄J range. Particularly, the optimal scheme
outperforms the constant jamming and the passive methods
by 20 % and 73 % at P̄J = 25 dBm, respectively. We also
observe that the performance of the constant jamming scheme
declines as P̄J increases, since its excessive jamming only
degrades the eavesdropping performance, and the γM maximization scheme barely provides any meaningful eavesdropping rate.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the average eavesdropping rate as a
function of the suspicious transmit power PT with dT R =
50 m, dT S = 100 m, dT J = 100 m and dT M = 350 m.
An interesting observation here is that the eavesdropping
performance first increases and then decreases after a certain
value of PT for finite values of P̄J . The reason is that the
signal conveyed by the suspicious channel becomes extremely
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Fig. 6. Average eavesdropping rate with respect to P̄J with multiple spoofing
relays.

Fig. 7. Average eavesdropping rate with respect to the number of spoofing
relays K.

strong beyond these particular PT values such that the channel
capacity at the central monitor cannot keep up with high
suspicious data rate any longer. Note that the eavesdropping
rate continually grows with PT when P̄J → ∞. This shows
that high transmit power requires more jamming power to
sufficiently reduce the suspicious data rate below the channel
capacity at the central monitor. Therefore, we can conclude
that cooperative jamming is important for our spoofing relay
systems.
B. Multiple Relay Case
In this subsection, we present the performance of the
proposed scheme with multiple spoofing relays for K = 3,
NT ,T = 1, NR,R = 1, NR,M = 2, NR,Sk = 1, NT ,Sk =
KNR,Sk + 1 and NT ,J = 5. We also provide the eavesdropping performance of our low-complexity design “Proposed
MBF” in Section IV-C. Fig. 6 first evaluates the average
eavesdropping rate of the proposed schemes as a function
of the maximum jamming power P̄J with dT R = 50 m,
dT S = 200 m, dT J = 150 m and dT M = 500 m. It is
observed that the plot shows similar characteristics to Fig. 4 in
the single-relay system. One interesting aspect of this result
is that the proposed MBF scheme exhibits reasonably good
performance considering its low computational complexity.
For instance, our experiments have revealed that the MBF
scheme takes 10−4 times less running time than that of the
SDR approach on average when 500 candidates of α are
examined for the one-dimensional search. Thus, we can conclude that the MBF scheme shows a remarkable trade-off
between the performance and its computational complexity.
Also note that the γM maximization scheme proves to be
impractical for eavesdropping as in the single spoofing relay
system, and direct proactive eavesdropping is nearly infeasible
due to strong path loss over a long distance. The gain of
random or identical precoder schemes over other schemes is
also marginal due to the loss from inaccurately designed GSk .
Fig. 7 presents the impact of the number of spoofing
relays K on the eavesdropping rate with dT R = 50 m,
dT S = 150 m, dT J = 150 m and dT M = 600 m. We can see
that the eavesdropping rate constantly increases as the number

Fig. 8. Average eavesdropping rate with respect to the number of receive
antennas NR,Sk at the spoofing relays.

of relays grows. Particularly, our proposed SDR approach
exhibits the best performance compared to the other schemes,
and the low-complexity design also outperforms other baseline
schemes by at least 30 % when K = 7. This validates the
usefulness of our low-complexity design.
In Fig. 8, the eavesdropping rate performance is evaluated
for NR,Sk with dT R = 50 m, dT S = 150 m, dT J =
150 m and dT M = 500 m. The plot demonstrates that our
proposed SDR-based and MBF-based schemes achieve the
highest eavesdropping rate compared to other schemes for all
number of antennas. We also observe two contrasting results,
i.e., the eavesdropping performance of passive eavesdropping
constantly increases while that of γM maximization declines.
The reason lies in the fact that the eavesdropping channel
quality physically improves with the number of antennas. As a
result, the need of jamming to maintain the eavesdropping
channel capacity higher than the suspicious data rate reduces,
which is advantageous for the passive scheme. At the same
time, this also means that maximizing γM may not be necessary and is even harmful for eavesdropping as in Fig. 8 when
the number of antennas is large. This loss comes from the
effect of ill-designed relay precoders which becomes more
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detrimental as the number of antennas increases with a fixed
transmit power budget.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this paper, we have considered a scenario where a distant
central monitor covertly wiretaps the communication between
a pair of suspicious users via multi-antenna FD spoofing relays
and a multi-antenna cooperative jammer. For a single relay
with a pair of transmit and receive antennas, we have classified
the optimum into three distinct regimes, and the optimal
strategy turned out to apply as much spoofing relay transmit
power as possible regardless of channel conditions. Next,
we have tackled a general system with several multi-antenna
spoofing relays with a multi-antenna cooperative jammer with
an SDR approach. We have also presented a low-complexity
design based on the analysis carried out in the single-relay
setup. Numerical results have verified the efficiency of the
proposed solutions over other baseline schemes. Determining
the boundary conditions of the three distinct optimum regions
for the single spoofing relay case would be an important
future study for completeness. Also, more practical scenarios
with the absence of global CSI or with suspicious users
who possess secure transmission strategies such as antieavesdropping or anti-jamming may be some interesting future
works.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
Suppose that Ω̂S is a feasible solution for (P1). Then, for
any given Ω̂S , γR Ω̂S , θS , PJ strictly increases with θS for
θS,min ≤ θS ≤ θS,max , while it decreases with PJ for 0 ≤ PJ ≤
P̄J . Thus, it follows
γR Ω̂S , θS,min , P̄J

< γR Ω̂S , θS,max , P̄J
< γR Ω̂S , θS,max , 0 ,

(30)

where γR Ω̂S , θS,min , P̄J and γR Ω̂S , θS,max , 0 are the minimum and the maximum achievable SINR, respectively, at the
suspicious receiver for a given Ω̂S .
Also, the fact that Ω̂S is a feasible solution implies that
γM Ω̂S is greater than or equal to γR Ω̂S , θS , PJ for some
θS,min ≤ θS ≤ θS,max and 0 ≤ PJ ≤ P̄J . Therefore, from (30),
Ω̂S must satisfy one of the following three conditions:
γR Ω̂S , θS,min , P̄J

≤ γM Ω̂S < γR Ω̂S , θS,max , P̄J ,
(31)

γR Ω̂S , θS,max , P̄J
γM Ω̂S

≤ γM Ω̂S < γR Ω̂S , θS,max , 0 , (32)
≥ γR Ω̂S , θS,max , 0 .

(33)

When Ω̂S meets (31), the optimal θS for (P1) is the
one that makes γR Ω̂S , θS , P̄J = γM Ω̂S , which corresponds to case 1. Similarly, for (32), the optimal PJ fulfills
γR Ω̂S , θS,max , PJ = γM Ω̂S , and this falls into case 2.
Lastly, if Ω̂S results in (33), the optimum solution is to simply

Fig. 9.

A functional shape of f (ΩS ) when the set F (ΩS ) is non-empty.

set θS = θS,max and PJ = 0, which results in case 3. Since
these properties hold for all feasible Ω̂S , they must hold at the
optimal ΩS as well. This completes the proof.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
Let f (ΩS ) be the left-hand side of (17). Since μ1 and μ4
are positive, it is easy to see that F (ΩS ) is non-empty only
when the cubic function f (ΩS ) has one negative root and two
positive roots ΩS,1 and ΩS,2 as illustrated in Fig. 9. Explicitly,
the solution set of (17) becomes F (ΩS ) = [ΩS,1 , ΩS,2 ] which
is a convex set.
We now prove the second part of the theorem which states
that ΩS,unc > max F (ΩS ) = ΩS,2 . Note that the closed-form
formula for the cubic root ΩS,2 is too complicated to show
ΩS,unc > ΩS,2 . Instead, let us exploit the condition that ΩS,unc
is greater than ΩS,2 if and only if ΩS,unc > ΩS for any ΩS ∈
F (ΩS ). The sufficiency part is straightforward to prove. For
the necessity part, let us assume ΩS,unc ≤ ΩS,2 by contradiction.
/
Recalling that ΩS,unc violates (17) or, equivalently, ΩS,unc ∈
F (ΩS ) and that F (ΩS ) is convex, it is clear that ΩS,unc <
min F (ΩS ) = ΩS,1 . This contradicts that ΩS,unc > ΩS for any
ΩS ∈ F (ΩS ), and the condition is confirmed.
From this relationship, we will prove ΩS,unc > ΩS,sta where
ΩS,sta ∈ F (ΩS ) denotes the local maximum stationary point
of f (ΩS ) as shown in Fig. 9. To this end, we take derivative
of f (ΩS ) with respect to ΩS and set it to zero to obtain
√
μ5 + μ25 −3μ1 μ3
ΩS,sta =
.
3μ1
Notice that μ5 > 0 since ΩS,sta > 0 and μ1 , μ3 > 0. Then,
it follows
2μ5
ΩS,sta <
3μ1
2

2

2
2
2
2 |hSM hT S | σR2 2 |hSM hT R | σS +|hSR hT S | σM
=
−
3μ1
3μ1
2 2
6 |hSM hT S | σR
<
= ΩS,unc ,
3μ1

which implies ΩS,unc > ΩS,2 by the preceding condition. This
completes the proof.
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